Supplier Update Memo

DATE: March 27, 2020
TO: NASSCO Suppliers and Labor Providers
SUBJECT: New Communication Tool for Suppliers
FROM: Kevin Mooney, Vice President Supply Chain Management

To Our Valued NASSCO Suppliers,

I would like to inform you of a new exciting tool we have implemented to keep our partners “In the Know” on company updates and information. Internally, we use a product which allows us to send push messages out to our workforce. We have recently created a list exclusively for our external partners as well.

You will find a flyer attached that you can share with your employees. The process is quick, you can enroll by simply texting “NASSCOSupplier” to 1-877-789-8398, and following the prompts.

We recognize that accurate and timely communication is increasingly important during these times and we expect this to be a helpful tool for our teams. NASSCO Supply Chain Management will continue to communicate pertinent changes in policy and practice to our supplier community. Though our current focus will be on sharing updates related to the COVID19 pandemic, in the future we plan to use this function more broadly.

We thank you for your continued support in these challenging times, and appreciate your partnership.

Respectfully,

Kevin Mooney,
Vice President, Supply Chain Management

# # #
Text "NASSCOSupplier" to 877-789-8398 to stay informed on important company updates and information.